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Abstract
In the landmark monograph, “Tumors of the Breast,” published by the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology way back in 1968, Figure 80
exemplified Inflammatory Carcinoma. The points were made that
(i) The lesion is not a purely histologic one but rather one made on clinical presentation as well and
(ii) Only 30 biopsy materials were available.

Accordingly, in this paper, the author has dwelt on 33 cases diagnosed personally at a Reference Pathology Laboratory situated at Enugu
the capital of the Eastern Region of Nigeria in which the Ibos or Igbos are the Ethnic Group domiciled in it. In sum, it is deemed sufficient to
portray this pictures que tumor by way of capturing a dozen reports as well as one case in which 3 succeeding biopsies became available.
It is concluded that the diagnosis of inflammatory breast carcinoma sufficiently depends on intimate relationship between cancer cells and
inflammatory cells found with the help of a biopsy service available to doctors working in a developing community.
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Introduction
The famous Armed Forces Institute of Pathology produced
“Tumors of the Breast in 1968 [1]. It is noteworthy that an
Inflammatory type was carved out. In particular, the very
language employed in the descriptions of local cases was
picturesque. Moreover, one case presented thrice peculiarly.

cells in the midst of inflammatory cells in almost disguised
fashion.

Case Examples

5.
92085. An inflammatory overlay is noteworthy.
However, cancer cells abound in parts and evoke considerable
stromal response.

1.
H 2399/85. Much of the tissue is fat but there is an
area which at first sight is inflammatory. However, among
the inflammatory infiltrates, especially in one of the two
random sections examined, there are highly mitozing, deeply
hyperchromatic tumour cells growing singly or in small groups.

7.
9308123. The appearances are a close interrelationship between malignancy and inflammation.

2.
UH 231/88. At first sight, the appearances are
inflammatory. However, in the midst of such exudates, there
are tumour cells which are pleomorphic in parts, giant cells
abounding.
3.
051182. The appearances are strikingly inflammatory
with underlying epithelial malignancy.
4.

UH 448/90. There are mitotically active spheroidal
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6.
930645. Much of the sections are deceptively
inflammatory with some necrosis. However, tumour cells show
up with considerable hyperchromatism, pleomorphism and
mitotic activity in parts.
8.
9501182. Epithelial cancer cells grow in intimate
association with inflammatory cells.

9.
950820. Tumour cells are rather hyperchromatic and
pleomorhic and tend to be intimately mixed with inflammatory
cells.
10. 950825. It is evident that there is an intimate mixture
of epithelial cancer cells and dense inflammatory infiltrates.
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11. 9709117. Mammary parenchyma shows pressure
atrophy on account of malignant epithelial growth whose
stroma manifests lymphocytes so strikingly as to simulate mere
inflammation.
12. 0107149. There is epithelial malignancy which is
almost hidden by inflammatory response.

Peculiar Case

A woman was aged 40 years when first seen. There were
three visits altogether, inflammatory carcinoma was repeatedly
diagnosed as follows.
a.
20/9/1994 - 9409137. Inflammatory cells are
discernible. Moreover, there are pleomorphic hyperchromatic
cells scattered in parts.
b.
20/6/1995 - 9506111. “Mitotically active tumour cells
are seen to lie loosely in the midst of inflammatory cells without
differentiation.

c.
10/11/1995 - 951157. Skin is ulcerated and
undermined by a growth characterized by admixture of tumour
cells and inflammatory cells.

Discussion

This particular case lasted over a year. Moreover, it was not
associated with skin changes. This contrasts with the view [2] of
inflammatory carcinoma being so named because of its clinical
presentation- an erythematous and swollen breast of rapid
onset. In this context, it is also said to be characterized by the
clinical appearance of inflammation, with edema and redness
of the breast [3]. Or, as was viewed elsewhere [4], “patients
present with rapid onset of erythema and edema of the breast
skin”. Because of its rarity, inflammatory breast cancer (IBC)
is “often misdiagnosed as mastitis or generalized dermatitis”
[5]. Little wonder that “the diagnosis is based on clinical
inflammatory signs and is reinforced by pathological findings”
[6]. Interestingly, one group [7] opted for confirmation of true
IBC on “pathological demonstration of dermal lymphatic emboli
or extensive lymph-node involvement.”
It seems to me that one does not need to wait for lymph-node
metastases to occur let alone for the identification of emboli in
the lymphatics. I am persuaded that the intimacy or admixture
of both cancer cells and inflammatory cells suffices. It is not
surprisingly, therefore, that a group proposed the identification
of an “inflammatory signature” [8].

During the 1970’s, there were the opposing views of IBC
being “a clinical diagnosis” [9] or “as a “pathologic entity [10].
Certainly, none of my cases was correctly diagnosed clinically.
Therefore, they join other data from countries as diverse as
UK [11], Belgium [12], France [13], Egypt [14], United Arab
Emirates [15], and USA [16] from which IBC was presented.
Perhaps, one should end with the hope expressed by Woodward
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and Cristofanilli [17] thus Inflammatory breast cancer (IBC)
represents the most virulent form of breast cancer, characterized
by involvement of the skin and rapid progression of the disease.
Management involves careful coordination of all multidisciplinary
modalities, including imaging, systemic chemotherapy, surgery,
and radiation therapy. The use of neoadjuvant chemotherapy
has contributed significantly to improvement in overall survival
since the first descriptions of this entity and has made the role of
locoregional therapy, including surgery and radiation critical to
continued improvements in this disease.
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